
BUILD A PLAN TO DEPLOY AND ADOPT 
MICROSOFT TEAMS PREMIUM
How you meet is becoming just as important as when and where you 
meet. Powered by Microsoft AI with GPT, Teams Premium is a leap 
forward in end-user productivity. Let Interlink help you speed the 
adoption and deployment of this game-changing technology. 

With the move to Teams Premium, your knowledge workers, HR,  
customer-facing employees, marketing, and international connections 
will benefit from new features and improvements that offer users 
enhanced meeting capabilities, improved collaboration tools, and  
AI-powered productivity to name a few.

Your team will be provided with the necessary back-end configuration 
updates and will also have access to training, which will provide the  
support and confidence needed to use new functionalities of Microsoft 
Teams Premium.

MEETING BETTER WITH TEAMS PREMIUM JUMPSTART  
Introducing the Meeting Better Jumpstart  — a modular engagement to identify user profiles within the business  
while focusing on specific scenarios that drive meeting culture transformation. With extensive solution experience, 
Interlink will show you the power of Teams Premium for your specific user profiles, highlighting features such as 
intelligent recap, real-time translation, virtual appointments, security-integration of sensitivity, meeting templates, 
and advanced webinars. This Jumpstart will also introduce the Art of the Possible with Microsoft AI through 
readiness discussions around your technology, processes, and people. 

www.interlink.com/meeting-better-jumpstart 

JUMPSTART
THE ADOPTION OF TEAMS PREMIUM
powered by Microsoft AI and GPT

www.interlink.com  |  hello@interlink.com  | 800-900-1150

ASK US HOW TO GET THIS 
ENGAGEMENT FUNDED BY 
MICROSOFT!

BENEFITS OF  
TEAMS PREMIUM: 

� Work smarter with AI-powered
meetings

� Enable employees to focus on
what matters most

� Enjoy simple, personalized
meetings for every audience

� Help safeguard confidential
information

� Streamline virtual appointment
setting and management

� Host advanced, high-quality
webinars

OPTIMIZE, PERSONALIZE, AND SECURE THE MEETING EXPERIENCE  



OUR TEAMS PREMIUM JUMPSTART PROVIDES:
9 A workshop and organizational readiness

assessment to discuss current meeting habits,
users, and  identify opportunities to help your
employees work together more effectively.

9 Planning and setup for a 30-day trial proof of
concept.

9 Training on feature usage in alignment with use
cases highlighting personalization, the power of AI,
and security.

9 Roadmap delivery for a Microsoft Teams Premium
deployment, including user adoption and change
management activities, to optimize meeting culture
across your organization.

9 AI readiness discussion to begin exploring Teams
Intelligent Recap and Microsoft 365 Copilot
possibilities in relation to your data, business
process, and employee experience.

Assess 
Gather information on current 

environment, spaces, and  
user profiles 

Art of the Possible 
Showcase modern meeting 

personalization options powered 
by Microsoft Teams Premium

 

Build the Plan 
Build the plan to optimize 

meeting culture and adoption 
of  Microsoft Teams Premium

CONTACT INTERLINK TODAY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR 
JUMPSTART WORKSHOP AND DISCUSS YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS!

www.interlink.com/meeting-better-jumpstart 

This Jumpstart engagement is designed to optimize modern meetings through ‘Art of the Possible’ immersive 
experiences, use-case design and deep dive planning—resulting in actionable recommendations to drive 
adoption and return on investment of Microsoft Teams Premium within your organization. Let Interlink enable your 
team to meet better and be more productive! 

The Jumpstart session should include business leaders and managers, IT, and functional 
leaders within areas such as human resources, marketing, sales, etc. These users may 
expand to include teams that will benefit from the advanced functionality of Teams 
Premium and a sneak peek at Microsoft 365 Copilot. 

WHO 
SHOULD 
ATTEND
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